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Take your
background in the
natural or social
sciences to the next
level with a master's
degree in Philosophy



Joseph Berkovitz (Cambridge). Philosophy of

physics, probability, philosophy of economics.

Franz Huber (Erfurt). Epistemology, logic,

general philosophy of science.

Edward Jones-Imhotep (Harvard). History of

technology.

Mohan Matthen (Stanford). Philosophy of

perception, philosophy of biology. 

Michael Miller (Pittsburgh). Philosophy of

physics, philosophy of science, metaphysics.

Trevor Teitel (NYU). Metaphysics, philosophy of

physics, philosophy of science.

Karina Vold (McGill). Philosophy of cognitive

science, philosophy of technology, AI.

Denis Walsh (McGill, London). Philosophy of

biology.

Jonathan Weisberg (Rutgers). Decision theory,

epistemology.

Jessica Wilson (Cornell). Metaphysics of

science.

and many others . . .

IF YOU . . .
Have a strong background in the natural

or social sciences

Want to develop focused knowledge of

the methods and perspectives of the

philosophy of science

Wish to better understand the

philosophical foundations of your chosen

scientific field

Aim to acquire solid science-writing skills

Seek to pursue philosophy further

academically or wish to excel in

interdisciplinary professional work

Strive to make a difference at the nexus

of science, technology, and the

humanities

WORK WITH WHAT TO EXPECT

The Graduate Department in Philosophy at

the University of Toronto—one of the best in

the world—has a long history of research and

teaching excellence in the philosophy of

science.

Excellence

Take your existing strengths in the natural

and social sciences and ground them in solid

philosophical and historical foundations.

Focus

Take advantage of courses and expertise not

only in the Department of Philosophy (with

more than 65 faculty members) but also at

the Institute for the History and Philosophy of

Science and Technology (IHPST), as well as

other interdisciplinary centres of world

renown at U of T, such as the Schwartz

Reisman Centre for Technology and Society.

Collaboration

Funding
The one-year program, which can be

completed in two semesters, is fully funded.. . . this program is for
you.


